RUNWAY SHOW
AUTUMN / WINTER 2014
LOOKBOOK
WWW.LARALUPISH.COM
LOOK 1/49

ARMANI EXCHANGE BOMBER JACKET
FINE COLLECTION COTTON SINGLET T
ROC BOOTS
SWAROVSKI WATCH AND BRACELET
LOOK 2/49

SPORTSCRAFT JUMPER

ELLIATT FUR COAT

SPORTSCRAFT BOYFRIEND JEAN

SPORTSCRAFT BELT

YSL SHOES FROM COSMOPOLITAN SHOES
LOOK 3/49

RED VALENTINO COAT

NEUW JEANS

AMERICAN APPAREL BODYSUIT

BEAU COOPS FOR KAREN WALKER BOOTS

SVAROVSKI NECKLACE & CUFF
LOOK 5/49

RED VALENTINO
PLAYSUITS

FRENCH CONNECTION
SHIRT

ZU SHOES

ELK BAG

SAMANTHA
WILLS RING
LOOK 6/49

ESPRIT DRESS

EZIBUY KNIT

ZU BOOTS

SAMANTHA WILLS NECKLACE & CUFF
LOOK 7/49

JUST CAVALLI JUMPER
PAIGE DENIM SHORTS
WOLFORD TIGHTS
BEAU COOPS BOOTS
LOOK 8/49

SPORTSCRAFT HAT & SHIRT

RED VALENTINO SHORTS

HOUSE OF EMMANUELE NECKPIECE
LOOK 9/49

FRENCH CONNECTION DRESS

BETTS BOOTS

ESPRIT BAG
LOOK 10/49

EVIL TWIN CARDIGAN
FRENCH CONNECTION TEE SHIRT
ELIATT TIGHTS
CAPTURE CLUTCH
DINOSAUR DESIGNS
BANGLE & RING
ENZO ANGLIONI SHOES FROM NINE WEST
LOOK 12/49

ELLIATT SKIRT & TOP

ESPRIT CARDIGAN

OROTON BAG

DINOSAUR DESIGNS BANGLE

WOLFDORD TIGHTS

NINE WEST SHOES
LOOK 13/49

Candace Lake Skirt
House of Elsmore Leather Top
Beau Coops Boots
Samantha Wills Necklace
LOOK 14/49

PAIGE DENIM OVERALLS

AMERICAN APPAREL CROP TOP

HOUSE OF EMMANUELLE NECKLACE

ELK SHOES
LOOK 15/49

CONSTANTINA & LOUISE DRESS

JUST CAVALLI CARDIGAN

GEORGES ANTONI SCARF

EZIBUY CLUTCH

BETTS BOOTS
LOOK 17/49

CONSTANTINA AND LOUISE
VEST AND PANTS

CHARLIE BROWN
FUR COAT

GUCCI SUNGLASSES
FROM CARA MIA VINTAGE

ROC BOOTS

OROTON WATCH
AND RING
LOOK 18/49

RED VALENTINO COAT
WAYNE COPPER PANTS
FENDI SUNGLASSES
FROM CARA MIA VINTAGE
ENZO ANGIOLINI
SHOES FROM
NINE WEST
HOUSE OF
EMMANUELE
NECKLACE
RED VALENTINO
PANT SUIT

CONSTANTINA & LOUISE
BODYSUIT

SPORTSCRAFT SHOES

CHRISTIAN DIOR SUNGLASSES
FROM CARA MIA VINTAGE

SAMANTHA WILLS NECKLACE

LOOK 19/49
LOOK 20/49

CONSTANTINA & LOUISE
SAFE FUR HOODIE

TIGHTS BY VOOODOO

CHANEL SUNGLASSES
FROM CARA MIA
VINTAGE

SPORTSGIRL
NECKPEICE
LOOK 21/49

JUST CAVALLI JACKET

CONSTANTINA AND LOUISE BODYSUIT

SHOES BY ENZO ANGIOLINI FROM NINE WEST

NECKLACE BY HOUSE OF EMANUELE

GLASSES BY SWAROVSKI
LOOK 22/49

FRENCH CONNECTION DRESS
RIVER ISLAND COAT
ZU SHOES
RIVER ISLAND BAG
SPORTSCRAFT NECKLACE
SWAROVSKI SUNGLASSES
JUST CAVALLI DRESS

MICHAEL LO SORDO JACKET

TONY BIANCO SHOES
LOOK 24/49

QUIRKY CIRCUS COAT

MADELINE CHARLES
TOP/DRESS

SAMANTHA WILLS
EARRINGS

FENDI SUNGLASSES
FROM CARA MIA
VINTAGE

TONY BIANCO BOOTS
LOOK 25/49

NEUW COAT

RED VALENTINO PLAYSUIT

SWAROVSKI RING

ROC BOOTS
LOOK 26/49

MATTHEW EAGER DRESS
RIVER ISLAND JUMPER
HUNT NO MORE COAT
OROTON BAG
CHRISTIAN DIOR
SUNGLASSES FROM
CARA MIA VINTAGE
SPORTSCRAFT SHOES
LOOK 27/49

SPORTSCRAFT COAT
ELLIATT DRESS
SWAROVSKI SUNGLASSES
ENZO ANGLIONI SHOES FROM NINE WEST
LOOK 28/49

ZANNE - D PALAZZO PANTS
OROTON JUMPER
WAYNE COOPER COAT
DINOSAUR DESIGNS BANGLE
SPORTSGIRL NECKLACE
LOOK 29/49

RED VALENTINO BLOUSE
OROTON JACKET
MICHALE LO SORDO PANTS
TONY BIANCO BOOT
DINOSAUR DESIGNS BANGLES
OROTON CLUTCH
LOOK 30/49

RIVER ISLAND DRESS
TALBOT RUNHOF COAT
VERSACE SUNGLASSES
FROM CARA MIA VINTAGE
STEVE MADDEN SHOES
SAMANTHA WILLS RING
LOOK 31/49

JAYSON BRUNDSON COAT

WOLFORD KNICKERS

AMERICAN APPAREL BODYSUIT

HOUSE OF EMMANUELE CUFF

CHRISTIAN DIOR SUNGLASSES FROM CARA MIA VINTAGE
LOOK 32/49

SUBOO BODYSUIT

MATEW EAGER COAT

BETTS SHOES

CAPTURE HAT

BALENCIAGA SUNGLASSES FROM CARA MIA VINTAGE
LOOK 33/49

JAYSON BRUNDSON DRESS

NINE WEST SHOES

HOUSE OF EMMANUELE EARRINGS
LOOK 34/49

LEAH DA GLORIA DRESS

NINE WEST HEELS
LOOK 35/49

LEAH DA GLORIA GOWN

STEVE MADDEN HEELS

HOUSE OF EMMANUELE NECKPEICE & EARRINGS
LOOK 36/49

WAYNE COOPER DRESS

BETTS SHOES

HOUSE OF EMMANUELE
NECKPEICE & EARRINGS
LOOK 37/49

DRESS BY LEAH DA GLORIA

EARRINGS BY SWAROVSKI

SHOES BY STEVE MADDEN
LOOK 38/49

SACHA DRAKE DRESS

ENZO ANGLIONI SHOES FROM NINE WEST

SWAROVSKI CUFF

SAMANTHA WILLS NECKLACE
LOOK 39/49

BARIANO DRESS

NINE WEST SHOES

SAMANTHA WILLS NECKPEICE & CUFF
LOOK 40/49

LEAH DA GLORIA DRESS

TERRY BIVIANO BOOT

HOUSE OF EMMANUELE EARRINGS
Look 41/49

Princess Charlotte Dress

Enzo Anglioni Shoes from Nine West

House of Emmanuele Cuff
LOOK 43/49

BADGLEY MISCHKA GOWN

HOUSE OF EMMANUELE NECKLACE

SAMANTHA WILLS RING
LOOK 44/49

COAST DRESS

HOUSE OF EMMANUELE CUFF

TERRY BIVIANO BOOT
LOOK 45/49

LEAH DA GLORIA

GOWN NINE WEST SHOES

SWAROVSKI WATCH

SAMANTHA WILLS BRACELET
LOOK 46/49

TALBOT RUNHOF DRESS

HOUSE OF EMANUELE
EARRINGS & CUFF

NINE WEST SHOES
CONSTANTINA & LOUISE DRESS
OROTON RING & BANGLES
YSL SHOES FROM COSMOPOLITAN SHOES
LOOK 48/49

JAYSON BRUNDSON DRESS

BETTS SHOES

HOUSE OF EMANUELE NECKPEICE
LOOK 49/49

ALESYA HANCOCK BRIDAL COUTURE GOWN

HOUSE OF EMMANUELE EARRINGS & NECKLACE

GIVENCHY BOOTS